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40p.; Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American. Educational teaching current events and teacher
perceptions of student responses was .. large difference maybe reflect a greater willingness of high school.

Use websites like Flocabulary. As the students work on the task posedâ€”often in groups, always using tools
such as calculators, computers, and physical manipulatives, as well as intellectual tools such as
analogiesâ€”the teacher can assess what sense the students are making of the task and of the mathematics.
Then use these ideas for finding ways you can help express what, in your experience, makes this group unique.
This gives each student an opportunity to think about and respond to the topic. Invite each student to choose a
job ad from the newspaper classifieds; the ad must include a yearly salary figure. This was the way I had
always done mathematics so I've had to totally reorient myself. Instead of just touting the importance of
failing, I now tell students that if they want to earn an A, they must fail regularly throughout the course of the
semester â€” because 5 percent of their final grade is based on their "quality of failure. Note: You might
include the classified ad section in your students' search. How and from whose point of view are they told?
Our Election Unit can be adapted for any election to get students researching candidates, studying issues,
trying out campaign strategies and holding their own mock election. Experience in working on "big problems"
helps change how preservice teachers see themselves as learners of mathematics. Education World is pleased
to offer 25 activities -- activities intended to help teachers make use of newspapers and to help students make
sense of the news. This diminishes your role as professor and encourages students to look at each other rather
than at you. A reflective teacher realizes that engaging students in a task does not mean just having fun with
its context. What do you see that makes you say that? That recipe for success is not just the secret formula for
original scholarly discovery, but also for wise, everyday thinking for the entire population. Use social media to
document what you witness when news happens near you. Unexpectedness -- Something unusual, or
something that occurs without warning. The work can feel overwhelming, from identifying a topic to writing a
long paper with sources. Compare News Sources: Different papers, magazines and websites treat the news
differently. Each students takes a look at their five W list and writes the opening paragraph of a news story
based on that information. Speaking and Listening Photo Protesters waved signs from a flatbed truck in
March, during the March for America immigration rally in Washington. The activities This first activity won't
make better or more interested news readers of your students -- but it was too interesting not to include in our
list! Let students share their estimates and how they arrived at them. Which of the services in the table would
be the best option for you to choose? It means that the teacher keeps the focus on the big question embedded
in the task and uses his or her judgment about whether this is a time when the students are to formulate
questions for themselves or to find answers to problems in the situation that are posed by the situation or the
teacher. Invite students to share the results, which will make a colorful and attractive bulletin board! Then the
students' papers are collected and redistributed so no student has his or her own sheet. Hold a Debate: Want
your students to be able to develop arguments and support a point of view on current issues? Determine
Reliability of Sources : How do we distinguish good journalism from propaganda or just shoddy reporting?


